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When Fei Long agrees to a deal to trade Takaba back to Asami, things begin to look up. But is it

really true? Or is something else going to prevent Takaba from being reunited with the one he has

been waiting for? When the Russian mafia takes advantage of the situation and force their way into

the negotiations upon Fei Long's casino ship, it looks like all bets are off. But is Takaba going to

allow things to end so easily this time and be a victim once more? It's the exciting conclusion of the

Naked Truth arc, available in English now for the very first time!
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I really like how the mangaka concluded the story .Asami indeed has a lot sweet moments in this

volume and Takaba is indeed more like a girl except for the ending part which I love the most.I enjoy

reading the side story of Yoh and Fei and I wish there is more side story of those 2.And yes the bed

scenes.This is one of my favorite series. Its a keeper.

The exciting conclusion to the Arc of Truth storyline picks up right from the Finder Volume 4:

Prisoner in the View Finder (Yaoi) cliffhanger. This book is action-packed with violence, intrigue, and

sexual tension in spades! Asami's spy, Yoh, has been discovered; the Russian Mafia has entered

the fray, by abducting Takaba from Fei Long, with their own agenda concerning the casino rights -

the very rights Asami plans to trade to Fei Long to get Takaba back. Plus, Asami proves just how far

he is willing to go to save his lover. The characters have come to a new level. Thhey are all



three-dimensional and very real - I cared about them all. I simply could not put this book down (and

have reread it several times)!What I liked best was how we get the full story. Asami gets Takaba

back about halfway through the book. Then, we get to see the consequences for their relationship

and how they have grown together. The second half was tender, revealing and hot, hot, hot!Overall,

this is the best of the series and easily the best yaoi I have read. Ever. Highly recommended, and I

cannot wait until Volume 6 is released in English!

Once again I find myself being pulled in by the story and forgetting that it's a yaoi. Also reinforces

the fact that the main character Takaba, while in distress is not helpless...most of the time.Though

Takaba is probably an awesome damsel in distress this issue deals more with all of that stress

finally catching up to him and forcing Takaba to come to terms with it.

Asami and Takaba is the best yaoi couple for me, their relationship is romantic yet difficult. This is

the best Yakuza story I ever read, Yamane ayano sensei is one of the best yaoi mangaka, her

drawing and story is beautiful and perfect. Not many mangaka can compare to her. She made many

manga with different story, from yakuza, workingman, slamdunk doujinshi, students, detective story,

etc. I collected all her story at yaoi website long ago, since her work published by

BeBeautifulmanga. Can't wait to know how this story will end, hope they can be together at last.

I choose this rating because I feel in love the book. It has good detail and awesome story line. When

I first lay eyes on this book in manga fox. I knew it's for me. Asami is good looking and so romantic

sometime he gets fresh to the point but still you should go read it. It's worth buying. If you like this

kind of short of story line.

This has to be the best volume of Viewfinder yet! The emotions and interactions between Takaba

and Asami are very heartfelt and unforgettable. The art, as always, is beautiful and breathtaking!

And the best part of this manga is...(Dramatic Pause) Asami in normal clothes!...Just kidding:D My

favorite part is when (Spoiler Alert) Takaba and Asami are about to go on the jet together, that

scene is a masterpiece in itself! Long story short people, buy this volume if you are a fan of the

series! (P.S. Volume 6 is going to be amazing!!!)

I just recently started to read Yaoi and ran into the finder series, I just love the story line and

everything about this series. I have recommended this series to all of my friends and some



strangers i was just talking to. I want more

I LOVE , LOVED IT, MAN IT HAD SOME OF THE MOST STEAMY, SEXY, MOMENTS... I THINK

FOR ASAMI IT SHOWED A DIFFERENT SIDE .I CAN'T WAIT FOR TH NEW ONE TO SEE WHAT

IT WILL BRING TO THE YOUNG PHOTOGRAPHER "AKIHITO",AND OUR SEXY AS HELL

CRIMELORD "ASAMI"â€¦
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